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Abstract. In this paper, the problem of managing various types of
transportation under digitalization conditions is considered. Possible
schemes of interaction between the subjects of the transport services
market and various modes of transport under foreign trade are presented. It
is recommended to take into account all types of interaction and
coordination of activities of different modes of transport, as well as
transport and other markets, when choosing a route for transport and
freight flows.

Cargo owners constantly face a number of problems: on what basis conditions to conclude
a contract for the acquisition or sale of goods, how to choose the transportation route, how
to pay the minimum price for transportation and others. It is known that the commercial
success of a product or transport service depends not only on the ratio of price and quality,
investment in advertising, but also on how well-chosen schemes of delivery, payment,
transportation and storage. The advantages of an integrated, systemic or, as it is commonly
called, logistical approach to managing the movement of transport, freight, information,
financial, energy and other flows, served as one of the reasons for the Russian market to
gain foreign goods in the export of Russian electricity, natural resources and import of
transport services due to transportation of Russian cargoes by foreign ships and cars, as
well as payment for services related to transportation through companies registered abroad).
If before the market reforms with a constant increase in the volume of freight traffic
disproportions in the development of the main means of transport and management
systems, leading to cases of unproductive downtime of the rolling stock and the nonrational use of technical means, now it is necessary to note the disproportions in the
functioning of not only everything of the transport services market (TSM), but also in the
functioning of the system for the delivery of foreign trade goods (SDFTG) through sea and
river ports, which also leads to non-production downtime of the rolling stock, slowing
moving vehicles and freight flows.
Currently, the operational management of the transportation process is broken into parts
- the railway from the station to the station, the waterway from port to port, the automobile
from the sender to the station and the port and from the station and port to the receiver
(including direct shipments from the sender to the receiver), as discussed still in the works
of Zvonkov V.V. and Komarova A.V. [1, 2, 3].
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Due to the accumulation of goods in excess of the established standards, marine and
river vessels, thousands of wagons and cars unnecessarily stand idle on approaches to ports,
which leads to the need to enter conventional prohibitions and restrictions on the shipment
of cargo to these directions and often leads to disruption of the normal operation of entire
polygons, and also disharmonization of the functioning of the entire transport network:
As practice shows, currently there are the following options for the mutual location of
the links of the transport component in the chains of transportation of export-import and
transit cargo through the territory of the former USSR when they are sent from (to) railroad
stations in Russia or transshipped through Russian ports (figure 1, published in [4, 5]).
Schemes 1 and 2 take place when transporting export-import and transit cargo through
Russian ports and by railways only to Russia; 3-6 - through ports to Russia, to other CIS
countries, as well as to the Baltic countries; 7-9 - through the ports of the Baltic States to
the CIS countries; 10-15 - through the Kaliningrad port in transit through Lithuania; 16-21 export-import and transit cargoes on the railways of Russia and other former republics of
the USSR; 22-27 - from / to Russia to / from the CIS countries of the Transcaucasian region
due to the closing of railroads lines in connection with military operations in Abkhazia and
Chechnya. Also possible are variants of railroad transportations or by road to / from the sea
or river port, as well as by vessels of the mixed "river-sea" navigation.
In modern conditions, the choice of the scheme for the delivery of foreign trade goods
in a mixed message is influenced not only by the traditional parameters - the volume of
transport, the distance and the cost of transportation, the throughput of the main lines and
port capacities, but also such as the navigation time, the depth of the fairway on the
approaches to the ports, payment of freight charges, the amount of customs and other
charges at sea and river ports, the procedure and duration of customs and certification
procedures, the interpretation by local taxation authorities regulations and instructions of
the State Tax Service, convention bans, etc. Therefore, to solve this problem, an approach is
needed that allows to take into account all types of elements, flows and legal relations, as
well as flows of interests of transport and other markets in a single complex.
The approach based on topological ideas [7-10], as well as digital control technologies
[11-13] allow taking into account not only the cost of transportation [11-13], transport and
cargo communication between the physical elements of trade and transport systems (TTS) railroad. stations, ports, transshipment terminals and others, but also information and
financial between the legal - the same stations and ports, subdivisions of the apparatus of
JSC Russian Railways and the Ministry of Transport, forwarding and insurance companies,
customs brokers, banks and others, energy flows providing transportation of transport,
freight, information and financial flows, as well as the interaction of elements and flows
among themselves, determined by regulatory legal documents and direct contracts, that is,
the regulatory and legal framework the influence of the nature of these interactions on the
functioning of SDFTG [14-18].
At present, the concept of digital technologies has become firmly established in our life
and it is practically impossible to imagine life without a digital device.
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Digital technologies are the representation of information in the format of zeros and
ones, but now it is a constituent part of any industry. In addition, digital accounting or
digital economy is a complex of information systems or computer programs [19].

Fig.1. Variants of schemes of delivery of foreign trade cargoes in a mixed flow involving railways

Conventions: Ports: Russia; - СNS; - 3-rd country; destination / departure
station: - Russia; - СNS; - 3-rd country; railways:
- Russia;
- СNS;

- 3-rd country; - land border crossing;

- sea route.

The liberalization of the commercial activities of industrial and transport enterprises, the
widespread corporatization of airlines, the enterprises of motor transport, shipping
companies and ports, the disintegration of the centralized settlement system for freight
transportation on all types of transport led to the creation of a competitive environment in
the transport services (ETS), in which among a variety of subjects, one of the main are
freight forwarders and cargo owners [6, 20-22].
As a freight forwarder, a natural or legal person who does not directly participate in the
transportation process or provide additional transport services, which is, as a rule, an agent
of the carrier or points of loading, unloading, border crossing, transfer to other types
transport, acting on the basis of contractual relations with the latter and with customers for
transport services - consignors, consignees and cargo owners. The listed entities may be
both legal entities and individuals [23].
As cargo owners (traders) can act not only the senders or recipients of goods, but also
other legal entities and individuals who are the owners of the goods transported in the
considered segment of the chain of its transportation, since in the process of moving the
goods to the end user there may be his repeated resale [24-26].
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In the physical transfer of goods from the seller to the buyer, a complex system of
relationships between the producers of goods and their consumers is formed through the
delivery system, which must ensure compliance with the terms of the supply contract.
In connection with the creation of commercial structures of various forms of ownership
under industrial enterprises, engaged in intermediary activities, as well as the production of
bulk goods, mainly from raw materials, in shipping documents, even when loaded from the
same storage capacity, as a consignor can to figure not only the manufacturer of the
products or the processor of raw materials, but also the commissioner, dealer, distributor,
jobber and other legal entities that are owners of the goods sent at the initial stage of the
transportation process. Therefore, contracts for the provision of expert services are the last
ones [27-30].
Also, freight forwarders can perform part of the functions of carriers - transportation in
transport units (wagons, ships, cars or containers), performing loading and unloading
operations and storing goods in warehouses leased or owned by the freight forwarder, etc.
Often, one legal entity functions of cargo owners, forwarders and carriers [31].
In the pre-reform period, at the port of departure for foreign trade cargoes the following
scheme was applied: shipper-sea merchant port-sea carrier, at the port of destination: sea
carrier - sea trading port – consignee [32]. Such schemes corresponded to the definition of
the contract of sea transportation given in the Code of Merchant Shipping (1968, Ed.,
Article 118), since the seaport under the then acting legislation acted as agent of all
shipping companies and was the forwarder of all shippers and consignees [33]. Relations
between the port and sea shipping companies were regulated by internal instructions of
shipping companies, and relations in the system as a whole - the contract of carriage by sea.
The exit of the sea trade ports from the subordination of the shipping companies, due to the
corporatization of both, and the continuing definition of the contract of carriage by sea, led
to a new scheme of relations between the participants in the processes under consideration.
In the port of departure of the goods: the shipper is the sea carrier; at the port of destination:
sea carrier - consignee. For port operations between the carrier, the cargo owner and the
producer of port services, relations now do not arise on the terms of the contract of carriage
by sea, as before. These relations under the new conditions are regulated by separate
contracts - transport expedition, agency, stevedoring, warehouse, survey services, etc.
Now the relations of the parties when passing through the port of export cargo,
transferred from the railroad on sea transport, are defined as follows: the railway delivers
the cargo to the recipient (the cargo owner or the forwarding agent representing it) on the
basis of the railway contract transportation; the recipient shall deliver the cargo to the port
under the terms of the contract for storage and transshipment or to the storage company
under the terms of the storage agreement and the stevedoring company under the terms of
the transshipment agreement; port or warehouse and stevedoring companies issue the cargo
to the recipient, who then becomes the consignor, for loading onto the vessel under the
terms of the contract for storage and transshipment; the sender surrenders the cargo to the
vessel under the terms of the contract of carriage by sea. Similarly, relations are determined
for imported goods [34].
Taking into account the legal form, possible schemes of interaction between subjects of
the SDFTG and various modes of transport for foreign trade in mixed messages are shown
in Fig. 2, published in [5].
For the organization of cargo delivery in a mixed communication to the destination, the
cargo owners now, in addition to contracts for the purchase of goods and for transportation,
need to have an agreement with organizations that carry out storage and trans-shipment to
another mode of transport, as well as providing other services, i.e. The process of
registration and legal support for the reliability of transportation has become more complex
and time-consuming.
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For the organization of cargo delivery in a mixed communication to the destination, the
cargo owners now, in addition to contracts for the purchase of goods and for transportation,
need to have an agreement with organizations that carry out storage and trans-shipment to
another mode of transport, as well as providing other services, i.e. The process of
registration and legal support for the reliability of transportation has become more complex
and time-consuming [35].
When choosing the direction of the flow of cargo, the port of transshipment, forwarding,
stevedoring, surveyor and other companies, account is taken of the existence of relevant
contracts that specify the procedure for payment for services, mutual information and other
mutual obligations parties, that is, the interaction between the elements of SDFTG and the
subjects of the SDFTG through the movement of transport, freight, information and
financial flows, as well as the flows themselves, is determined by government documents
And sectorial charters, codes, regulations, and the terms of execution of direct contracts.
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Fig. 2. Schemes of interaction of various modes of transport and subjects of the SDFTG in the system
of mixed communication

From all that has been said, it follows that when choosing the route for transport (car,
ship, and car-) communication and freight communication, it is necessary to take into
account all types (interactions, interaction, coordination, representing in the aggregate the
topology of the structure of SDFTG, in which various supply schemes, representing the
supply chain market, are available, which, like the market of forwarding services, is an
integral part of the RTU. No wonder recently there was a paraphrased saying "do not have
one hundred rubles, but have ... one hundred schemes of deliveries" [10, 20], therefore, the
problem of creating an intelligent system of selection and management of supply chains in
all types of communication in the economic monitoring of one option or another and
development of the transportation process using modern digital information and computer
technologies [36].
Digital technologies allow to control the transportation process in all types of
communication at a qualitatively new level, as well as all other production processes in all
railways using all existing and prospective developments in the field of control of the
transportation process at the landfills, freight and sorting stations, points of interaction of
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various modes of transport [26], that is, in the very near future a transition to amodal
transfer (see [5, 27]), the control of which in all types of messages is carried out from a
single dispatching center.
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